GavDATA automatically saves your request when you switch tools. If you want to start over, click menu and click “Reset Settings” to get a “fresh” start with a different tool.

To Manage the flow success tool, you will need this menu item eventually. More later.

If you saved multiple reports during your session, click here to retrieve them.
Click on the double arrow to make all units and filters appear on one line.
Explore Course Success Rate

If you add any filters, they’ll appear here. The most common filter is to exclude the JPA.

Line graph or bar graph; # or %

All Other Filters, including terms

Results Table

Download results as PDF, excel table, or “save to clipboard”
You can drill down on any unit, department, course, or even section by clicking on the small white arrows next to the unit.

To select multiple units at the same time, click on “Multi-Unit Selection”

Remember: there are EVEN MORE filters that are “hidden.” Click on the purple check box to see them.

To view spring or summer terms, click on “starting term” and change the term.

Expand additional filter options by clicking on the small white dropdowns. Apply a filter by clicking the grey “+” symbol.